Endoscopic findings corresponding to multiple Lugol-voiding lesions in the esophageal background mucosa.
Multiple Lugol-voiding lesions (LVLs) on Lugol chromoendoscopy can predict the development of metachronous multiple cancers in the esophagus and the head and neck regions. However, Lugol chromoendoscopy sometimes causes adverse events such as chest pain and discomfort. We therefore investigated the endoscopic findings on narrow band imaging (NBI) or blue laser imaging (BLI) that correspond to the presence of multiple LVLs in patients with esophageal squamous cell carcinoma. First, we investigated the NBI/BLI findings corresponding to individual small LVLs (one-to-one correspondence). Second, we investigated the association between the grade of multiple LVLs and the five endoscopic findings, including multiple foci of dilated vessels (MDV), multiple small brownish areas without microvascular irregularity, and a nonuniform color tone. One-to-one correspondence of endoscopic findings was analyzed in 106 small LVLs. The main findings matched with small LVLs were a focus of dilated vessels (44 lesions), a small brownish area (17 lesions), and a small brownish area with a focus of dilated vessels (19 lesions). The relationship between multiple LVLs and each finding assessed by NBI/BLI was assessed in 155 patients. Multivariate logistic regression indicated that the presence of MDV was the only finding independently associated with multiple LVLs (P < 0.01). The presence of MDV in the noncancerous background esophageal mucosa was significantly associated with multiple LVLs. This pilot study demonstrates that MDV has the potential to be a new risk factor for the development of metachronous multiple esophageal squamous cell carcinoma.